WELCOME HOME
Smart Lock 3.0 & Smart Lock 3.0 Pro
Nuki presents a new Smart Lock generation
With the new Smart Lock 3.0 and Smart Lock 3.0 Pro, Nuki presents the next, improved generation of
retrofittable smart door locks. Smart accessories round off the product portfolio.
Graz (Austria) – 4. November 2021 - With two brand new Smart Locks and an extended range of accessories,
Nuki further expands its position as European market leader in the field of retrofittable access solutions. At a
price of just under 150 euros, the Smart Lock 3.0 offers an attractive entry into the world of smart access
systems. With a new colour version, brush-finished aluminium knob, battery pack and integrated Wi-Fi, the
Smart Lock 3.0 Pro sets new standards in its category.
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Nuki introduces a new Smart Lock generation
Smart Lock 3.0: affordable starter with proven Nuki technology
Smart Lock 3.0 Pro: two colour options, integrated Wi-Fi, aluminium knob, Power Pack
Significantly quieter thanks to an optimized gearbox
A new external door sensor extends the product portfolio
Nuki universal cylinder offers increased compatibility
Upgrade program: door sensor for free with the purchase of a Smart Lock 3.0 Pro for previous
generation Nuki Smart Lock owners
Pre-registration for all new products is now possible at www.nuki.io
Prices:
o Nuki Smart Lock 3.0: 149 Euro
o Nuki Smart Lock 3.0 Pro: 249 Euro
o Nuki Door Sensor: 39 Euro
o Universal Cylinder: 79 Euro

New Smart Locks for more smart doors
So far, more than 200,000 doors in Europe have already been made smart thanks to Nuki, offering residents
more convenience in everyday life without compromising on security. "Currently, only about 1.5 percent of
single home and apartment doors in Europe are smart," explains Martin Pansy, CEO and co-founder of Nuki
Home Solutions. "However, we do believe that smart technology improves everyday life and can make it
substantially more convenient. To further speed up the growth rates of smart access solutions, we now offer
the Nuki Smart Lock in two variations. With the Smart Lock 3.0, available for 149 euros, we offer an affordable
starter version, while our new Smart Lock 3.0 Pro scores with a large equipment package."
The new generation
Both Smart Lock versions have a lot in common. Like their predecessors, both third-generation Smart Locks can
be mounted on almost any door lock without drilling holes. The engine is as powerful as ever, and the new,
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optimized gearbox is noticeably quieter. As before, the locks can be operated directly via the button on the
round knob, which now has an improved pressure point.
Nuki Smart Lock 3.0: https://nuki.io/smart-lock/
Nuki Smart Lock 3.0 Pro: https://nuki.io/smart-lock-pro/
Smart Lock 3.0 & Smart Lock 3.0 Pro
For all those who are looking for a proven, reliable Smart Lock, Nuki offers the brand new Nuki Smart Lock 3.0
as a high-quality, affordable option. In this version, the knob is made of high-quality plastic and is available in
white. Needless to say, the Smart Lock 3.0 is compatible with all products from Nuki's accessory range, so it can
be operated and managed remotely via the additionally available Nuki Bridge, opened by numeric code on the
Nuki Keypad or with a Nuki Fob and extended by the Nuki Power Pack. The Nuki Smart Lock 3.0 can be
purchased for 149 euros.
The Power Pack is included in the Smart Lock 3.0 Pro's scope of delivery. On top of that, the Pro version has an
aluminium knob, integrated Wi-Fi and is available in black or white. The integrated Wi-Fi takes over the function
of the Nuki Bridge, which means it connects to the Wi-Fi router and thus to the Internet. With a Wi-Fi
connection, customers can access their Smart Lock at any time and from anywhere, allowing them to integrate
it into their existing smart home system. The Nuki Smart Lock 3.0 Pro is available for 249 euros.
"We at Nuki are convinced that smart technology will become even more powerful when combined with other
strong brands. Therefore, the Smart Lock 3.0 Pro and the Smart Lock 3.0 are also compatible with a variety of
well-known smart home systems such as Apple HomeKit, Google Home, Amazon Alexa, IFTTT and many more
already at launch," Martin Pansy explains the numerous integration possibilities of Nuki Smart Locks.
Like the previous versions, the third generation of Nuki Smart Locks has been certified as "Secure Smart Home
Products" by the renowned German test institute AV-Test.
Test result: https://www.iot-tests.org/2021/11/certified-version-3-nuki-smart-lock-3-0
Accessory in white, external door sensor & universal cylinder
The external door sensor provides precise information on whether the door is closed or open and displays the
door status in the Nuki app. If requested, the Nuki app will alert the user when the door is locked from afar
while standing open or the door stays open for longer than a defined time. The external door sensor is
compatible with Smart Lock Generation 3.0 and available for 39 euros.
Nuki Door Sensor: https://nuki.io/door-sensor
Older door locks, in particular, are often not equipped with the so-called emergency function that allows the
door to be unlocked from the outside if a key is inserted on the inside. This function is not only recommended
for using Nuki, it is generally advised to use a cylinder like this. If you want to upgrade, you should take a closer
look at the new Nuki universal cylinder. It is individually adjustable in length to fit most doors. The Nuki universal
cylinder was developed in cooperation with the industry-leading expert M&C - more than secure - and has the
highest SKG security class (3 stars). The cylinder is delivered with five keys and will soon be available for 79
euros.
Nuki Universal Cylinder: http://www.nuki.io/cylinder
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The color of the well-known and proven Nuki Bridge and the Nuki Opener have also been adapted to the new
Smart Lock design. Both products will be available in white colour in the future to fit seamlessly into most
entrance areas.
Upgrade program for Nuki community
Nuki is also announcing an upgrade program for existing customers. This program will be available from
February. Customers who want to upgrade their existing Nuki Smart Lock will receive the new external door
sensor (value 39 euros) free of charge when they buy a Nuki Smart Lock 3.0 Pro. Customers may keep their old
devices for further use.
More information about the upgrade program: https://nuki.io/en/upgrade/
About Nuki Home Solutions GmbH
Nuki is a leading provider of retrofit intelligent access solutions for Europe.
One team, one mission
“We have set ourselves the goal of making existing access solutions more intelligent and thereby replacing the
physical key. We’re excited to take on the challenge because we believe in simplifying everyday life through the
use of mobile technologies, “says Nuki CEO Martin Pansy, explaining his company’s mission.
Nuki Home Solutions GmbH was founded in Graz (Austria) in 2014. After successful crowdfunding in 2015, the
company has grown steadily and employs more than 100 people in Graz. In addition to the established Smart
Lock in the current version 2.0 and an extensive range of accessories, Nuki is working hard to further develop
smart access solutions for a completely keyless future. Further information can be found at http://nuki.io/en/.
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